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At the meeting of the Working Group of the AALCC
on the Law of the Sea held in Geneva in 1971, the AALCC
requested its members to prepare working papers on the then
existing problem areas relating to the new Law of the Sea
which included subjects such as the international regime for
sea-bed area beyond national jurisdiction, fisheries, archi-
~elagos, economic zones, straits used for international naviga-
tI~n, and the problems of landlocked States. In response to
this request a number of important papers were presented for
consideration of the AALCC. Some of these papers contained
submissions and proposals which later formed the basis of
certain important concepts which were developed within the
f~amework of the United Nations Conference. Special men-
bon should be made in this connection of the paper. "The ex-
clusive economic zone concept" submitted by Mr. Frank Njenga
of Keny.a; the working paper submitted by the Delegation of
Indonesia on the "Concept of Archipelago"; the Malaysian
pap~r entitled "International Straits"; "preliminary draft and
outline of the Convention on the sea-bed and ocean floor and
subsoil thereof beyond national jurisdiction", prepared by the
then Rapporteur of the Sub-Committee on the Law of the
Sea, Mr. C.W. Pinto of Sri Lanka; a position paper on
the landlocked States submitted by Ambassador Tabibi of
Afgh~nistan; and a paper on the "proposed regime concerning
fishenes on the high seas" submitted by the Government of
Japan.

. One of the principal objectives of the AALCC is to pro-
vide a forum for the Governments of Asian and African States
to discuss important international legal and related socio-
economic issues with a view to developing common approaches
and stands which could safeguard the interests of the countries
~n the region. Such common approaches are then adopted at
JOt~rnatlOna! conferences, especially those convened by the
United Nations. It is indeed gratifying that the AALCC has
been able, through the process of consultation discussion and. . 'negotiation, to make a modest contribution towards the suc-
cessful resolution of some of the most difficult issues that have
arisen at international legal conferences. In this connection
mention might be made of the numerous efforts that the
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LCC made towards finding acceptable solutions to some
~ithe principal issues before the Second Committee of the Law

of the Sea Conference.

Inspired by the outcome of these initiatives, the AALCC
resolved to focus greater attention on a priority basis to the
issues then unresolved before. the Law of the Se~ Conference,
including especially those relating to the establishment of a
legal regime for the international sea-bed area.

Following the third session of the Law of the Sea Con-
ference held in Geneva in 1975 which produced the Informal
Single Negotiating Text (SNT) the AALCC prepared a detailed
study of these texts for consideration at the meeting of the
Sub-Committee of the Whole held in New Delhi in February

1976.
This meeting was held to examine the provisions con-

tained in the SNT and to discuss common strategies for
safeguarding the interests of the Asian-African States and to
examine possible amendments to the provisions of the SNT
which might be made to achieve the objective at the following
sessions of the Conference. The documentation prepared by
the Secretariat for this meeting focussed on the provisions of
the SNT which fell short of the recommendations of the
AALCC made at its previous sessions and suggested recom-
mendations for improvements of these parts of the text.

The New Delhi meeting of the Sub-Committee of the
Whole was followed by the fourth session of the U.N. Con-
ference on the Law of the Sea held in New York in the spring
of 1976. At this session the SNT was revised and a Revised
Single Negotiating Text (RSNT) which also included the new
text of provisions relating to settlement of disputes was
released. Following these developments the AALCC Secretariat
:~ep~d a. detailed study of the RSNT which formed the basis
. ~lSCusslOns at the seventeenth session of the AALCC held
au uala Lumpur in June-July 1976.

~t this session the AALCC considered in detail several
tions that arose out of the revision of the S NT. These
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matters were discussed in the Plenary and in the Sub-Committee
of the Whole and special attention was focussed on the pro-
visions relating to the exploitation of the international sea-bed
area which many delegations felt were inadequate to give affect
to the principle of the common heritage of mankind.

The Kuala Lumpur Session of the AALCC was followed
by the fifth session of the U.N. Conference on the Law of the
Sea held in New York during August-September 1976. In an
effort to speed up the process of negotiations, the First
Committee established at that session a Workshop chaired by
two co-Chairmen in order to conduct negotiations informally
and freely on the important matters before them. The
Workshop, however, was able to examine only some of the
provisions relating to the system of exploitation of the inter-
national sea-bed area. They had before them three papers
submitted by the Group of 77, U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. reflecting
the different stands taken by them on the First Committee
issues. The Second and the Third Committees too had
informal and formal negotiations on some key issues including
the question of interests of landlocked and other geographically
disadvantaged States, regime of passage through straits used
for international navigation, the status of the exclusive econo-
mic zone, scientific research and transfer of technology while
the Plenary continued with its discussions on settlement of
disputes.

For the eighteenth session of the AALCC held in Baghdad
in February 1977, the AALCC Secretariat prepared a further
study which outlined the progress of the negotiations at the
fifth session of the U.N. Conference. In that study certain
tentative suggestions concerning a suitable interim regime for
sea-bed exploitation were made for consideration of the
AALCC.

At the sixth session of the U.N. Conference on the Law
of the Sea held in New York in June-July 1977, much of the
discussions in the First Committee centred around a compro-
mise interim regime on the system of exploitation of sea-bed
mineral resources. The Second and Third Committees and the
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.nued with negotiations, inter alia, on the issue.s
Plenary conti . hts and interests of landlocked and geograph~-
relating to the ng d States the status of the exclusive economic
cally disadvantage ntl·o'n and settlement of disputes. At11 t"on preve , .
zone, po ui~n of that session, it was decided that the Preslde~t
the conc1us . . tly with the Chairmen of the three mainld dertake, join . Nshou un h paration of an Informal Composite ego-
C:0~lInittee~t ~I~~~) which would bring toge~her in one
batIng Te h draft articles relating to the entire range of
document t e. d by Parts I II III and IV of the. nd ISsues covere , •
subjeCts a he Conference also agreed that the ICNT so pro-
RSNT. T ld be informal in character and would have the same
duccd wO~he SNT and RSNT and would, therefore,. serve
status as dural device and only provide a baSIS for
purely as a P~OCt~s without affecting the right of any delega-
further negotta IOn
tion to suggest revisions in the search of a consensus.

For the nineteenth session of the AALCC he~d in Doha
(Qa ) f m 16 to 23 January 1978, the Secretanat prepared

::y w~~ch focussed on some of the crucial issues that were
~;elY to form the subject-matter of negotiations at the seve~t:
session of the U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea, whic
was to commence shortly thereafter.

Following the Doha Session, a four-day inter-sessional
meeting was convened in New Delhi from 31 July to 3
August 1978 which was attended by participants from seventee.n
countries, namely, Argentina, Canada, Egypt,. Federal Repubbc
of Germany, Ghana, India, Indonesia, JamaIca., Japan,. Kenya,
Mauritius, Norway, Poland, Thailand, United Kmgdo?I'
U.S.A. and USSR. Observers from twenty-one other co~ntnes
also attended. That meeting concentrated on issues relating to
the financial arrangements of the International .Sea-bed
Authority and the financial terms of contracts .WIth. the
Authority. The results of this meeting were contained in the
documents prepared for the Seoul Session.

Seoal Session (1979)

f h S as discussedAt the Seoul Session the Law 0 t e ea w
three Plenary meetings and three meetings of the Sub-
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Committee of the Whole. The discussions both in the Plenary
and the Sub-Committee of the Whole were primarily centred
on the following matters ;_

I. System of exploration and exploitation of the Inter-
national Sea-bed Area and resource policy.

2. Financial arrangements of the Authority and the
Enterprise and financial terms of contract for explo-
ration and exploitation.

3. Organs of the Authority-their composition, powers
functions.

In addition, matters relating to exclusive economic zone,
optimum utilization of its resources, regional and sub-regional
co-operation as also the rights and interests of landlocked and
geographically disadvantaged States with particular reference
to the resources of the exclusive economic zone were also
discussed.

On the system of exploration and exploitation and
resource policy, some doubts were expressed as to whether a
parallel system would become workable, and if not, whether
consideration should be given to reverting back to the original
position of the developing countries. In this connection it
was recalled that the parallel system as incorporated in the
RSNT emerged out of the proposal of developed countries.
The Group of 77 had, during the Sixth Session of the
Conference, after considerable discussions, agreed to proceed
on the basis of the parallel system for a period of 20 years,
provided, the Authority would also be undertaking sea-bed
mining activities within the same time-frame as the contractors.
Most of the delegations were of the view that progress would
be retarded if negotiations were placed on any other basis at
this stage of the Conference and expressed the view that it
would be better to continue the negotiations on the basis of a
parallel system focussing attention on ways and means by
which the areas reserved for the Authority could be exploited
simultaneously with those of the contractors. Views were
expressed that in order to do so, the Authority should have
sufficient finances and technology. In regard to the finances
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of the practical means by which this co~l~ ~e
it was felt that onee b obtaining from the contractors an initial
achieved would b be;n envisaged in one of the proposals.
payment a~ h:~s was not acceptable, other avenues ne~ded to
However, If t. would make the Enterprise viable. FlOa~ces
be explored whlc~ not considered to be an appropriate
through borro~I:; :a:iable Authority. It was felt that a
means of es.~bhs v~n~ures either on the rotation system or on. a
system of Jom~ . '. ented basis might be considered mI ry or incentive on ch
compu so If this was to be regarded as a proper ~pproa ,
this regard.. . would need to be given to finding ~~ys
further conslderatlOh~h the Authority would enter into jointd means by w IC . .
an cceptable terms and conditions.ventures on a . ..

. d to the question of ensuring the viability of
With ~egar. x ressed that the proposal for

the Enterprise, the view was h~ ~ would promote the further
incorporatlDg a system w .IC d States after a specified
exploration by pri~ate padrtlebsan ut int; operation by such

ber of mine sites ha een p b k d
nu~.. iect to the condition that the sites an e
entities, might be .subJ 1 . ti by the Enterprise will also
with the Authonty for exp oita I~n ious consideration. It
be put into operation, should be glve~ ser. roduction
was felt that this would ensure that 10 pr~ctlce thfe~roduction
control mechanism would operate upon vo urnes 0 With
to be available on both sides of the parallel system. by the
regard to the modalities for undertaking such operations . . . 1

iviti an at the lDIUaEnterprise, it was stated that suc~ ~ctIV1ies c , under similar
stages at least, be undertaken as joint ventures or
arrangements.

. d that the benefits to be disbursedA View was expresse h developing
by the Authority should be distributed only to t e d t
COuntries as the developed countries w~uld. reap a equa e
direct benefits from their exploitation of mme sites.

f th Authority and theOn the financial arrangements 0 e . d
Enterprise and financial terms of contract for exploration atn

h'. . d b broad agreement on eeXploltlatJon, there appeare to e f th Sea
Deed to continue the negotiations at the Law o. e.
Co d f k of the discussionsnference within the broa ramewor . f the

t had taken place at the sixth and seventh sessions 0
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UNCLOS III and also taking into account the compromise
formulae contained in the proposals of the Chairman of
Negotiating Group II, Ambassador T.T.B. Koh of Singapore.
The main thrust of the negotiations at the forthcoming session
of the Conference, it was felt, should be to find a way to strike
a balance between the investors' need to ensure a reasonable
profit on their investments and the international community's
need to ensure that the common heritage principle was given
effect to for the benefit of mankind. Reference was also made
to the proposal which had been discussed at several sessions of
the Conference which required the contractors to pay a certain
sum of money at the outset to be calculated at the rate of $ 1
per ton of dry nodules which would be extracted from the inter-
national seabed area as a means by which the Enterprise could
be made viable. It was said that this payment may not in fact
be as burdensome as some are inclined to think in view of the
fact that it constitutes a relatively small proportion of the total
investment that the contractors would be making with regard to
the sea-bed mining activities, as well as the fact that this sum
will, in any event, be capitalized, and as such, would ultimately
be recovered by the investor. One delegation stated that they
were unable to accept this proposal as it constitutes a heavy
front-end burden on the contractor.

Referring to the specific provisions of Ambassador Koh's
proposal, some delegates expressed the view that with regard to
the quantum of attributable net proceeds, the question should
be resolved having regard to the larger question of the value
that ought to be attached to the nodules, instead of relating it
to the costs involved in the various stages of operation, such as
extraction, transportation and processing. In this connection
the view was expressed that the figure of 40% referred to in
Ambassador Koh's draft may not adequately reflect the value
to be attached to the resources of the international sea-bed area.
One delegation, on the other hand, was of the view that Ambas-
sador Koh's proposal of 40% was too high and unrealistic.

On the question of the composition of the Council and its
decision-making power there was general agreement that its
powers should be such as to ensure that no interest group
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. thewith what amounted to a veto power I~
would be vested. onnection reference was made to the dlsc.us-
council. In thlsld

c. Mexico and Geneva since the conclusion
h t were he 10 . II th proposalsions t a . of the Conference, especia y e

ofthe last seSSIOnmaican Delegation which contemplated a thre~
made by the Ja . . a simple majority for procedural matte.rs,
tiered sy~tem of :~~~~g~f those present and voting on substantive
a two-thuds mal e or six identifiable critical matters, a vote of
matters; and for fiv t and voting provided there were less
two-thirds of t.hose pres en t In this connection, it was poin-

. egative votes cas. id ifvi
than mne n onsiderable difficulty in I enti ylO~ a
ted out that there w~s c atters in respect of which the thud
small group o~ five or t~Xm Iy. Views were also expressed that
system of voting wou app b rkable Opinion was also

d . ement may not e wo .
this thir requir . t f ine negative votes was too
expressed that the requuemen 0 m
high.

The view was expressed that as
supreme organ of the Authority all the
vest in it.

the Assembly was the
residuary powers will

Jakarta Session (1980)

. f h AALCC held in Jakarta,For the twentieth session 0 t e . d ment outlin-
. h t omprehenslVe ocuthe Secretariat broug t ou a c .. t the United Nations

ing the progress of the negohatlO~s a f h AALCC At
d h trtbunons 0 t e .Conference thus far an t e con kin matters relating

the Session extensive discussions t~o .pace f0 -bed resources
to joint ventures in regard ~o explOitatlOn

f
°th se:ecision-making

and composition and voting powers 0dd'/ the AALCC
organ of the Sea-bed Authority. In ~ '~tlO:'at the closure
considered at length the US proposal su ml. e the establish-
of the eighth session of the C~n~erence rel:t~~:~ced site desig-
ment of a Preparatory Commission ~nd a Iready made.
nation system with a view to protect IOvest~en~. a ussions at an
These matters were taken up for intensl~e ~c Delhi in
inter-sessional meeting of experts hel~ 10 d .ew detail the

ebroary 1981 That meeting consldere 10 .
. P t y Commis-constitution, powers and functions of the repara o~ tents

·on and the system of protection of preparatory mves m
proposed in the US paper.
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The participants of the expert group meeting were of the
view that the United States proposal for advance designation of
mine sites, particularly in the context of the unilateral legisla-
tions enacted or sought to be enacted by industrialized nations,
was unacceptable. Several participants considered that designa-
tion of advance mine sites went against the principles and pur-
poses of the proposed Convention which have emerged as a
result of protracted negotiations over a number of years. Such
advance designation of mine sites, it was felt, would tilt the
balance in favour of industrialized countries and multinational
corporations as against the Enterprise. Furthermore, it was
felt that the functions sought to be entrusted to the Prepara-
tory Commission in regard to this matter were not consistent
with the normal concept of a Preparatory Commission. Some
of the participants also expressed dissatisfaction with the type
of threat implied in the United States proposal regarding the
prospective miners proceeding on the basis of the unilateral
national legislations in the event the proposal for advance
designation of mine sites was not accepted. The participants
also reaffirmed the position of the Group of 77 against promul-
gation of unilateral legislations by any State.

The participants, however, recognized the need for incen-
tives for the continuation of prospecting, research and other
forms of preparatory work during the interim period between
the adoption of the Con vention and its coming into force so
long as such incentives did not deviate from the basic princi-
ples embodied in the Convention in maintaining a balance
between the activities of the prospective miners and those of
the Enterprise. They also recognized that certain preparatory
work during the interim period could be conducive to accele-
rating production of sea-bed minerals soon after the Convention
came into force.

Several participants considered that sufficient incentives
already existed in the provisions of the Draft Convention such
as those in regard to the production limits during the first five
years, the anti-monopoly provisions as also the provision
contained in Annex III, Article 7(3)(c). Some participants
also expressed the view that if the incentives of the type con-
templated in the United States proposal were to be conceded,
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o romulgation of unilateral legi~lations.
. ould encoura",e P ti nts were of the VIeWthatIt VI ost of the par icipa d . a

cvertheless, . m . could be contemplated by a optmgf ther Illcentlves .'
some ur . l\y on the followmg lines :-ccdure baslca .
pro ishment of the Preparatory Commi-

(i) Upon the esta~~tive miner would furnish to a com~e-
ssron. the prosp .' detailed mformanonof the Commission, .
tent organ . .. undertaken by it in relation
concerning the actIvIties. mine site such as

t Ywork concernmg a
to prepara or f' ecui ment etc and the quan-h d igning 0 equip ,. f
researc '. es ade by it from the time 0
turn of mvestments m t' Such information. of the Conven IOn. .
adoptIOn d mitted to the AuthorityId be collated an trans C.
wou ith the report of the Preparatory ommi-together WI .

. . ged in the Draft ResolutIOn.ssion envisa
. d take into account(ii) The Authority will examl~e an work done and the

such informatio~ con~~I:~Ill;nt~~~ining applications
investments ma e w ~II and in granting of prefe-
under Rule 6 of A~ne\ on the basis of its investments
rence to the app lcan. it ble manner to be pro-
and preparatory work to a SUI a
vided for under the rules.

k d taken by the applicant(Hi) If the preparatory wor un er t of the area
has involved exploration a~d developm

ld
e~e reimbursed

. . II the applicant wouwhich It 0 ers, t f half of the
of the proportionate costs in respec 0 d ea for the
area which would constitute the reserve . ar awarded
E ., the event of the contract beingnterprise 10 .

by the Authority to the apphcant.

h it was felt would provide
This method of appr~ac '. d 'n' practical terms

adequate incentives to potential millers an I
ti investmentswould achieve the objective of promo JOg .

. w that the United StatesThe participants expressed the vie f In this
id ed in its present orm.proposal could not be consi er .. nts that if the

COntextit was also emphasized by several partlc~pa would be
proposal were to be considered, certain basic c anges
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necessary. Such changes should in particular ensure that
States and multilateral corporations would not have any
advantage over the Enterprise. Some participants suggested
that in order for the matter to be considered, the folJowing
minimum requirements should be contemplated :_

(a) The Preparatory Commission may entertain applica-
tions for advance designation of mine sites at the
expiry of a period of six months after the conclusion
of the preparation of draft rules relatable to Article 17
of Annex III provided that not less than thirty States
have ratified the Convention by that time.

(b) The applicant applying for permission by the Prepara-
tory Commission shall not receive any licence under
the national legislation of a State, which is inconsis-
tent with the Convention. Both the applicant and the
State of his nationality shall also undertake not to
invoke any national law which is inconsistent with
the provisions of the Convention.

(c) The Preparatory Commission in entertaining such
applications for advance designation of mine sites with
a view to creating priorities in favour of the applicants
shall limit itself to the number of areas which are
likely to be taken up by the Authority in the initial
stages on the basis of a time based programme, having
due regard to production control limitations, equitable
distribution of areas and the needs of the Enterprise.

(d) The priority accorded to an applicant through advance
designation of a mine site in respect of a State or
entity sponsored by it would lapse at the end of a
period of three years if the State has not ratified the
Convention by that time.

(e) The applicant in whose favour a priority has been
created shall develop that part of the area earmarked
for the Enterprise in the same manner and within the
same time-frame as the area in respect of which
priority has been created in favour of the applicant.
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. I also ive an undertaking to ent~r
The apphcant shal nggementswith the Enterprise In

. int venture arra . 'f a
into JOI designated for the Enterprise 1
regard to the area t f the area in respect of which
contract in respec ated is given in favour of the. 'ty has been crea . .
prIOri h A thority when it comes into exis-
applican~ ~ ~:terp~ise expresses its willingness to
tence ~n h . int venture arrangements,enter into sue JOI

d 'nation of an area in its favour
(f) The applicant upon feslgccording priority shall make

h Purpose 0 a , .
for t e t for introducing trammg
appropriate arrange men IS f the developing countries

. es for personne 0 b
programm h ther categories of personnel as may eas also suc 0 , ,

. d by the Preparatory Commission.determine

, 'rocessing of applications includ-
(g) All costs incurred m Ph' I dvice by the Preparatory. btaining of tee mea a

109 0 bl by the applicant as aCommission shall be paya e , ing such
' it to entertainmcondition prerequtsi e

applications,

.,' Commission concerning advance
(h) The decision in ~he, h II be taken by consensus,

designation of mme sites s a

, osition to give consi-The meeting, however, was not map
deration to these suggestions.

C mmission the participants
As regards the Preparatory ,0, h u'ld be established

h Commission s 0were agreed that sue a The participants were
through a resolution of the Conferenc:. sed of one repre-
ofthe view that the Commisson,sh~lI e cO~P~tory to the Con-
sentative of each State which ISeither a zard the commence-
vention or has acceded to it. As rega~ s, the follow-
Dlent of functions of the Preparatory CommissIon,
iug views were expressed :-

b v ned as soon as possi-(a) The Commission shall e con e d d to the
h ig ed or acce eble after fifty State~. ave Sl ~ra ra h 10 of the Draft

Convention. ProvIsions of p g p
Resolution were accordingly acceptable.
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(b) The Commission should be com

n,orn:al preparatory functions petent to tak~ up its
ntution as may be pat' bl so soon after Its cons-

r c rea e concernin th
organs of the Authorit ' I' I g e variousI y me uding the Enterprise,

(c) In regard to the addition If'
paragraph 5 of the Dr:ft unctions contemplated in
making of studies and Res?lutlOn concerning
regulations and p d preparatIOn of draft rules

A
roce ures relatable t A ' '

nnex III of the Co' 0 rticle 17 of
taken up at a pOintn:et;~~~ the w?rk should be
becomes adequately rep tati when Its membershipresen ative of vari ,
groups and geographic regions, 10US mterest

In regard to (c) views were ex
should be sufficiently ,pressed that the Commission

d
' representative of hi

an interest groups in ord t geograp ical regions
the formulation of the d efr

t
01 ensu~e adequate expertise in

ti f ra ru es which w ld f "
Ion 0 such rules by the Authorit ou ~clhtate adop-

made that the Commi h y. The suggestion was also
least half the number o;S~tlaOtns hO~ld have a membership of at
C f es w ich had p ticion erence before it takes h ar icipated in the
rules relatable to Article 17 uP

fAt e work of preparation of draft
o nnex III.

In regard to the question of fina
the meeting was of the vi nces of the Commission
ssion should be met out :tt~Wthat the expenses of the Commi-
Nations. There was ge t regular budget of the United
should establish its ow nera

l
agreement that the Commission

bsi . n ru es of proc dsu sidiary bodies as may b ' e ure and also such
of the Commission th e required. Regarding the duration

C
. ' ere was general
ommission shall remaio J agreement that the

, m m existence until th C
enters mto force and th A I e onventione ssembly and th C '
convened and thereafter until h ti e ouncil are being
decide. In regard to th 1 su~ t,lme as the Assembly may
C " e crucial Issue of th f .

ommissron these were di e unctions of the
namely :_ iscussed under two broad heads,

(a) Normal functions of theand Preparatory Commission' ,
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(b)
The additional functions contemplated in paragraph
5 of the Draft Resolution concerning preparation of
draft rules relatable to Article 17 of Annex III.

In regard to the preparatory work to be done by the
commission for the establishment of the Seabed Authority,
't was pointed out that the enumeration of the functions in
~ragraph 4 of the Draft Resolution should not be taken as
exhaustive but merely as illustrative. Attention was drawn
to the preamble of the Draft Resolution that the purpose of
establishing the Commission was to take all possible measures
to accomplish expeditious commencement of effective opera-
tion of the International Seabed Authority and to provide
the necessary arrangements for the performance of its functions
and duties. It was felt that the functions of the Commission
hould embrace all activities which would ensure achievement

of the objectives set out in the preamble. In particular,
mention was made that the work of the Preparatory Com-
mission should relate to preparatory work in regard to the
establishment of the Enterprise so that the same is in a position
to go into operation soon after the Convention comes into

force.

By way of illustration it was pointed out that the work of
the Preparatory Commission in relation to the Seabed Autho-
rity might include the following :-

0) Preparation of draft rules of procedure of the
Assembly and the Council.

(ii) Draft rules and regulations concerning the organs
of the Council.

(iii) Matters relating to agreements with the United
Nations and other international organizations.

(iv) Draft of staff regulations.

(v) Preparation of recommendations concerning the bud-
get for the first financial period.

(vi) Draft financial regulations.


